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Why Karndean
Combining original features with cutting
edge design, we create simply beautiful floors
that you’ll love for a lifetime.

04

Redwood
Our Van Gogh redwood designs are rustic, indus-
trial looking planks that will give homeowners
and designers alike the look of reclaimed woods 
without the practical drawbacks.

07

Spotted Gum
This product so distinctive. Karndean 
Design flooring handpicked a stunning selection 
of this timber and applied tonal influences for a
timeless floor that suits all interiors.

06

Oak Range
With five oak designs in our Van Gogh range, we 
have a design and tone to suit any room.

08

Spring Design Ideas
Beautiful design ideas brough to you by our partners, designers and friendly staff. If you need advice for an 
upcoming project, contact our team at any time. We love to help! 
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WHY Karndean  Where Karndean sourced there inspiration for 
Van Gogh...

KARNDEAN VAN GOGH COLLECTION  ON SALE DURING OCTOBER

Our popular Van Gogh collection 
captures the look of real wood 
in a variety of colours and
designs from traditional rustic 
to cool contemporary.
Large planks, distinctive grain
details and a subtle texture 
create a style that works in any 
space.



Mountain Spotted Gum

Lemon Spotted Gum

Lemon Spotted Gum
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Van Gogh Spotted Gum Range Van Gogh Redwood Range
ON SALE | DURING OCTOBER | SALE

Spotted Gum
Growing at up to 45 metres in height, the iconic Spot-
ted Gum flourishes in coastal areas along the eastern 
seaboard of Australia, ranging from the mountains of the 
Great Dividing Range to the sunshine coast of Queensland.
The characteristics of this beautiful timber result in easily 
identifiable flooring planks. The slender trunks have 
smooth bark, which sheds in patches giving it a spotted ap-
pearance. Large amounts of sapwood can be seen within 
the boards, adding to the blend of features that make the 
product so distinctive. Karndean Designflooring hand-
picked a stunning selection of this timber and applied tonal 
influences for a timeless floor that suits all interiors.

Redwood
The original inspiration for these Van Gogh designs was 
American Redwood reclaimed from railway sleepers used 
in the national rail network Growing in the foggy coastal 
forest of the Pacific, these trees are exposed to the salty 
ocean air and over the years have been able
to cope with and withstand the weathering properties of 
their climate. Embracing the appeal reclaimed woods, our 
product designers were drawn to the unique detail and 
texture of the redwood trees, which over the years
had aged beautifully. When our Karndean designers got 
their hands on the original wood, they applied a range of 
techniques, including sanding it down to reveal the grain 
details in the timber. 
Our Van Gogh redwood designs are rustic, industrial look-
ing planks that will give hom owners and designers alike 
the look of reclaimed woods without the practical
drawbacks of real timber such as splintering, cracking and 
warping.

Reclaimed Redwood

Aged Redwood

ON SALE | DURING OCTOBER | SALE



White Washed Oak Country Oak

Hessian Oak Honey Oak

Classic Oak
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Van Gogh Oak Range

Oak Collection
The inspiration behind our Van Gogh oak designs 
was the unique colour of the timber provided by 
these majestic trees. 
Sourcing oak originating from the ancient British
woodlands of South Oxfordshire, our Karndean 
product
designers were drawn in by the rich hues. 
However, once they had sanded down and waxed 
the timber, the true vibrancy of not only the colour, 
but also the distinctive grain details were brought 
to life. 
With five oak designs in our Van Gogh range, we 
have a design and tone to suit any room

ON SALE | DURING OCTOBER | SALE
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Get our best price, every time.

Some suppliers won’t let us show you prices for all of our 

products, so call our office Monday through Friday to get our 

best price for this product, or leave your details below and our 

team will contact you as soon as we can.

OUR PRICE ENQUIRY PROMISE



WESITE : WWW.RIGHTFLOORS.COM.AU

PHONE : (07) 3208 8235 
EMAIL : SALES@RIGHTFLOORS.COM.AU


